### Weekly Objectives:
- Read/demonstrate understanding of from a variety of the American novel including literary analysis of language and focus on literary terminology
- Guided reading and analysis of AP multiple choice questions

### Monday

**Activities:**
1. Begin novel *The Things They Carried* including reading and study guide

**Materials:**
- *The Things They Carried* and student study guides

**Follow Up/HW:** Complete Chapter One for quiz tmrw

### Tuesday

**Activities:**
1. Discuss Reading Plan for novel
2. Reading Check – Chapter One
3. Review literary terms quiz #21-30+
4. Begin teacher overview of literary terms #31-53

**Materials:**
- Teacher-prepared transparencies and study packets

**Follow Up/HW:** Complete Chapters 2-4 for Friday

### Wed/Thur

**Activities:**
1. Complete review of literary terms quiz #21-30+ as needed
2. Review *Gatsby* unit test and APMC questions
3. Read on - novel

**Materials:**
- Teacher prepared objective and APMC set
- *The Great Gatsby* and *TTTC* novels

**Follow Up/HW:** Study literary terms and read Chapters 2-4 of *The Things They Carried*

### Friday

**Activities:**
1. Review Chapter One *TTTC* quiz
2. Reading quiz – Chapters 2-4
3. Read on in novel

**Materials:**
- Students quizzes, *TTTC* novels

**Follow Up/HW:**
- Study literary terms 31-53- quiz Monday
- read Chapters 5-11 of *The Things They Carried* by April 15